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My work creates an account of the experience of living and 
interacting in our current social reality. That experience 
itself is the result of countless phenomenological interac-
tions that are mediated by technology, ideology and the 
concrete structure of the built environment. As a result my 
work is a network of objects, a combination or a collage of 
marks, observations and processes, parsed by technological 
systems and personal systems of labor. As experience is 
mediated by personal desire so is the work. In this sense, 
equally connected to the external, the work attempts to 
take note of my own desire to make art as production, and 
so reflect my experience of the world in my work.

Richard Blackwell is an Australian 
artist who relocated to Chicago on 
a Fulbright Scholarship in 2012. 
Centered in Printmedia, Richard 
engages in a broad interdisciplinary 
practice. 

richardblackwell.net
hello@richardblackwell.net

RICHARD BLACKWELL

Supports For a Network of Objects
Poplar wood, Steel, Screen print on 
drywall, Polyurethane foam, Plaster, silk 
Screen, box cutter
2014
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Thonet Recliner
Medium density fiber board 
and birchwood
78” x 40” x 20“
2013

Planar 1 
Speculative Planar 
Drawing 1
2014 



My work explores the various ways we make sense of the 
world. Through sculpture, print, and installation, I ques-
tion systems of orientation ranging from the instinctive 
and bodily to the theoretical or mythological. My practice 
involves substantial research into topics of contemporary 
science, but my making picks up where science leaves off. It 
exists in the space of the unknown and celebrates paradox, 
incongruence, and our ability to look at the seriousness of 
life with doubt.

Kate Conlon received her BA from 
Smith College in 2011 and her MFA 
from SAIC in 2014. She lives and 
works in Chicago, IL. 

kateconlonstudio.com
conlon.kate.11@gmail.com

KATE CONLON

Assembled Inquiries 
Wood, Steel, Cast Aluminum, Mirror, 
Doorknobs, Notebook
60” x 12” x 48” 
2014
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Interior Fluid_001
Vinyl Tubing, Wood, Eyebolts, 
Water, Cast Aluminum 
12” x 36” x 48” 
2013

Axis
water, rapid prototyping, 
brass rod, cork, glass, foam, 
wood
12” x 16” x 18”
2014



A predominant symbol in my work is the pineapple. Orig-
inally, Spain introduced the fruit to the Philippines – now 
the world’s largest pineapple producer. Its distinct feature, 
piña fiber, is extracted from leaves and woven with organza 
to make traditional women’s clothing known colloquially 
as “Maria Clara” (a metonym to a mestiza literary figure). 
The “Maria Clara” has signified Philippine ideals of beauty, 
femininity, and female social roles, as the native notion of 
beauty took on the dictated perspective of the colonizer. 
Today, popular Philippine ideas of beauty and status center 
on imported goods, media perpetuation of westernized 
images, and skin-whitening products.

Born in Manila, Philippines, Rea is 
a San Francisco-based, interdisci-
plinary artist working in painting, 
print, and sculpture. BFA, 2009, 
San Francisco Art Institute; MFA, 
2014, School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago.

readeguzman.com
realynn.deguzman@gmail.com

REA DE GUZMAN

Offerings
Wax, acrylic, and silkscreen on muslin 
and synthetic organza
Variable Dimensions
2014
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After Maria Clara’s Sleeve
Abaca fiber (Manila hemp) & abaca 
pulp cast
26” x 48” x 18”
2014

Ang Alamatng Piña (The Pineapple 
Legend)
Image transfer, acrylic, & abaca fiber 
in found glass votive candle containers
2.5” x 8” each
2014



“All those summer drives, no matter where I was going, to a 
person, a project, an adventure, or home... I was suspended 
in the beautiful solitude of the open road. In a kind of intro-
spection that only outdoor space generates, for inside and 
outside are more intertwined than the usual distinctions 
allow. The emotion stirred by the landscape is piercing, a joy 
close to pain when the blue is deepest on the horizon or the 
clouds are doing those spectacular fleeting things so much 
easier to recall than to describe.”

-Rebecca Solnit, A Field Guide to Getting Lost

Ilan Gutin, originally from Washing-
ton, D.C. Is an Artist, Wonderer and 
Wanderer. He started looking up at 
the sky 7 years ago, and hasn’t put 
his head down yet. 

www.ilangutin.com
ilandgutin@gmail.com

ILAN GUTIN

Feel Good Lost
Natural Light, Acrylic on 
Wood Panel
Dimensions Variable
2014
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Sun No. 14
Screen-Print on Frosted Mylar
24” x 36”
2014

Interference (Landscape)
Screen-Print on Frosted 
Mylar and Glass
36” x 62”
2013



Q: How do you make a brick didactic?
A: Toss it through a window.

Annelies Kamen is an anagram for 
Alien Snake Men, Insane Elk Mane 
and Name A Sleek Inn, as well as an 
artist and printmaker from Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

annelieskamen.com
annelies.kamen@gmail.com

ANNELIES KAMEN

You And What Army
Quilted fabric, steel fence posts, cast 
concrete, paper, latex paint, wood, 
plaster
25’ x 10’ x 6’
2014
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Drawing that Shed II
Ink, Oilstick, Faux Fur 
30” x 22”
2012

Drawing that Shed I
Ink, Oilstick, Faux Fur 
30” x 22”
2012



The Inquests:
(Formal limitation: 100 words) 

Ideas 
Processes
Materials 
Conceptual Development 

The Riposte:

“Which is the real possessor of a book-the man who has 
its original and every following edition… -or the man who 
cherishes one little, hollow-backed, coverless, untitled, 
bethumbed copy, which he takes with him in his solitary 
walks and broods over in his silent chamber…?” -George 
MacDonald

“We are trying to envision a mode of being altogether 
foreign to us, and wholly unlike anything we have known in 
our familiar world of matter, space, and time” -AW Tozer

Current residence: Chicago, IL

aaronsmithart.net
asmithart88@gmail.com

AARON SMITH

Channel, Sight, Lewis, Tillich.2, Mac-
Donald, Tenney.3, Isaiah.2, Tenney.2, 
Isaiah, Tozer.2, Tenney, Tillich, Ware, 
Tozer
Fourteen Offset Books
Closed dimensions 5x7 inches
Estimated reading time per book circa. 
2 minutes
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My work celebrates playfulness, theatricalization, exagger-
ation and exuberance. There is a ludic sensibility between 
the planar play and the sculptural field, creating an am-
biguous sense of figure and ground with pieces reading as 
figurative portraits. I am working in the mode of enjoyment 
and appreciation rather than judgment. 

Janna is from New Zealand and 
has been traveling and making art 
everywhere since completing her 
BFA in 2004. A Fulbright Award 
lured her to Chicago where her love 
affair with clay began.

janna.co.nz
jannavanhasselt@gmail.com

JANNA VAN HASSELT

You’re a nice person, but you need to 
simplify your life
Glazed ceramic, acrylic, enamel, 
polyurethane foam, air dry clay
176” x 80” x 35”
2014
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Blush
Lithograph on inkjet print
24” x 36”
2014

Diverse Clutter
Silkscreen, Watercolor, Ink 
& Carbon Transfer on Paper
40” x 26”
2012



“I’ve forgotten the words with which to tell you. I knew 
them once, but I’ve forgotten them, and now I’m talking to 
you without them.”

-Marguerite Duras

Born Portland, Maine.  Graduated in 
2007 with a BFA from the School of 
the Museum of Fine Arts and Tufts 
University.  In 2014 she received 
an MFA from the School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago.

www.erinwoodbrey.com

ERIN WOODBREY

The Middle
Drywall, wood, steel studs, lead, 
aluminum, plastic pot, light filters, 
stage light, latex paint, graphite, 
spray enamel, and color laser print 
transparencies on panel
22’x8’x5.5’
2014
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Days Like This
Graphite on Paper
30” x 22” each
2013-2014

Top - Bottom - The Unknown Celebration
Newsprint, Laser Print on 
Paper, Latex Paint on Book 
Board
2013-2014

The Middle (See)
Detail - Wood, latex paint, light filters, 
and stage light
Variable Dimensions
2014
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